Champions For Nature Challenge
Self-Assessment Sheet
BETTER CHOICES – CUB SCOUTS
Name:

Mark with √ or X in the level you see yourself for each of these learning objectives.
Discover - I am at the beginning of my exploration.
Exploring - I am on my exploration.
Aware - I have finished my exploration.

Scout Unit:

1

I know what I can do to live
healthily and how to reduce my
impact on the environment.

2

I reduce my personal wants in
light of the needs of the
natural world, other people
and future generations.

3

I use every opportunity for proenvironmental behaviour.

I have finished my
exploration.

I am on my
exploration.

I am at the
beginning of my
exploration

(√ or X)

My Personal Goals
I can choose an issue I want to work on through
positive actions (assisted by an adult)

My Activities
Define an activity or project
(personal or with my team/ patrol)

Write notes to start your Champions for Nature Challenge journey

Champions For Nature Challenge
Self-Assessment Sheet
NATURE AND BIODIVERSITY – CUB SCOUTS
Name:

Mark with √ or X in the level you see yourself for each of these learning objectives.
Discover - I am at the beginning of my exploration.
Exploring - I am on my exploration.
Aware - I have finished my exploration.

Scout Unit:

1

I know my countryside and
learn about local habitats and
species.

2

I feel good and enjoy the
outdoors and appreciate
nature.

3

I respect other living organisms
while spending time in nature
and I know how to behave to
avoid impacting them

I have finished my
exploration.

I am on my
exploration.

I am at the
beginning of my
exploration

(√ or X)

My Personal Goals
I can choose an issue I want to work on through
positive actions (assisted by an adult)

My Activities
Define an activity or project
(personal or with my team/ patrol)

Write notes to start your Champions for Nature Challenge journey

Champions For Nature Challenge
Self-Assessment Sheet
BETTER CHOICES – SCOUTS
Name:

Mark with √ or X in the level you see yourself for each of these learning objectives.
Discover - I am at the beginning of my path and I need to learn more about the issues
Exploring - I am on my path and I started a project or activity
Aware - I understand the issues, participate in activities and projects and promote the solution to the issues

Scout Unit:

1

2

I understand connections between
my lifestyle and environmental
problems, as well as global wealth
distribution discrepancies.
I understand where my food
comes from.

3

I feel responsible for the impacts
of my behaviour on the
environment and other people.

4

I feel empathy towards people
who experience hunger and
poverty often as a result of climate
change and act to support
impacted individuals.
I challenge myself and my friends
to reduce our impact on the
environment

5

I understand the
issues, participate in
activities and projects
and promote the
solution to the issues

I am on my path and I
started a project or
activity

I am at the beginning
of my path and I need
to learn more about
the issues

(√ or X)

My Personal Goals
I can choose an issue I want to impact with
positive actions

My Activities
Define an activity or project
(personal or with my team/ patrol)

Write notes to start your Champions for Nature Challenge journey

Champions For Nature Challenge
Self-Assessment Sheet
NATURE AND BIODIVERSITY – SCOUTS
Name:

Mark with √ or X in the level you see yourself for each of these learning objectives.
Discover - I am at the beginning of my path and I need to learn more about the issues
Exploring - I am on my path and I started a project or activity
Aware - I understand the issues, participate in activities and projects and promote the solution to the issues

Scout Unit:

1

I know my countryside and
learn about local habitats and
species.

2

I feel good and enjoy the
outdoors and appreciate
nature.

3

I respect other living organisms
while spending time in nature
and I know how to behave to
avoid impacting them

4

I take part in events that help
to protect and restore nature
in our region.

I understand the
issues, participate in
activities and projects
and promote the
solution to the issues

I am on my path and I
started a project or
activity

I am at the beginning
of my path and I need
to learn more about
the issues

(√ or X)

My Personal Goals
I can choose an issue I want to impact with
positive actions

My Activities
Define an activity or project
(personal or with my team/ patrol)

Write notes to start your Champions for Nature Challenge journey

Champions For Nature Challenge
Self-Assessment Sheet
BETTER CHOICES – VENTURES & ROVERS
Name:

Mark with √ or X in the level you see yourself for each of these learning objectives.
Discover - I am at the beginning of my journey
Exploring - I am on my path and I started a project or activity
Aware - I understand the issues, participate in activities and projects and promote the solution to the issues

Scout Unit:

1

2

I understand connections between
my lifestyle and environmental
problems, as well as global wealth
distribution discrepancies.
I understand where my food
comes from.

3

I feel responsible for the impacts
of my behaviour on the
environment and other people.

4

I feel empathy towards people
who experience hunger and
poverty often as a result of climate
change and act to support
impacted individuals.
I challenge myself and my friends
to reduce our impact on the
environment

5

I understand the
issues, participate in
activities and projects
and promote the
solution to the issues

I am on my path and I
started a project or
activity

I am at the beginning
of my journey

(√ or X)

My Personal Goals
I can choose an issue I want to impact with
positive actions

My Activities
Define an activity or project
(personal or with my team/ patrol)

Write notes to start your Champions for Nature Challenge journey

6

7

9

I evaluate my habits and modify
them continuously to make them
more sustainable and help others
to do so.
I take steps to contribute to
helping people suffering from
poverty and hunger a result of
environmental issues.
I help to change institutions and
communities towards changing
their practices to become more
sustainable.

Champions For Nature Challenge
Self-Assessment Sheet
NATURE AND BIODIVERSITY – VENTURES & ROVERS
Name:

Mark with √ or X in the level you see yourself for each of these learning objectives.
Discover - I am at the beginning of my journey
Exploring - I am on my path and I started a project or activity
Aware - I understand the issues, participate in activities and projects and promote the solution to the issues

Scout Unit:

1

I understand the roots of
biodiversity loss at both the local
and global levels.

2

I can identify different standpoints
in environmental conflicts and
form my own opinion based on
personal values.

3

I reflect on how to live my life in
harmony with nature and how to
help my society to become more
sustainable.

4

In my everyday life, I take into
account and measure the impact
of my actions on nature and
inspire others to do so as well.

I understand the
issues, participate in
activities and projects
and promote the
solution to the issues

I am on my path and I
started a project or
activity

I am at the beginning
of my journey

(√ or X)

My Personal Goals
I can choose an issue I want to impact with
positive actions

My Activities
Define an activity or project
(personal or with my team/ patrol)

Write notes to start your Champions for Nature Challenge journey

